

Dublin City Schools Business and Technology Graded Course of Study Accounting 1


Philosophy: The Business and Technology program allows Dublin City School students to acquire the tools necessary for their personal and professional lives. The curriculum will assist students in preparing for post-secondary education by developing problem solving skills, creativity, 21st century technology skills, and the financial and economic skills needed to succeed in business and as a responsible citizen.


Program or Course Goals: Accounting 1 is designed to provide students with a solid foundation in accounting practices. Students will be involved in handling business and financial records relating to a service business.


Grade level: 10-12


Topic

Content Statement(s)

Benchmark

Using the accounting cycle involves knowledge of the accounting equation and cycle, posting transactions, financial forms and software for the processes.

1. Analyze transactions using the concepts of the basic accounting equation.
2. Complete the various steps of the accounting cycle to accurately report eh activity of a fiscal period.
3. Define and classify accounts 4. Compare and contrast
temporary and permanent accounts.
5. Explain the relationship of the journal to the ledger.
6. Post transaction data to various ledgers and calculate updated account balances.
7. Calculate adjusted entries and perform closing process.
8. Prepare trial balances, worksheets, and post-closing trial balances.
9. Describe the relationship among financial statements.

The accounting cycle forms the basis for all accounting practices.

Topic

Content Statement(s)

Benchmark

Identifying careers in

1. Describe various

Accounting offers
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accounting includes career research, including review of certification requirements, differentiating between types of accounting positions and analyzing job opportunities.

accounting-related employment opportunities in both the public and private sectors
2. Evaluate various positions and career paths within accounting.
3. Identify how accounting relates to other careers.

opportunities for a variety of careers.

Topic

Content Statement(s)

Benchmark

Preparing financial statements includes the preparation of a variety of financial statements.

1. Prepare income statements. 2. Prepare balance sheets.

Financial reporting is a critical outcome of accounting.



Dublin City Schools Business and Technology Graded Course of Study Accounting 2


Philosophy: The Business and Technology program allows Dublin City School students to acquire

the tools necessary for their personal and professional lives. The curriculum will assist students in preparing for post-secondary education by developing problem solving skills, creativity, 21st century

technology skills, and the financial and economic skills needed to succeed in business and as a responsible citizen.


Program or Course Goals: Accounting 2 is designed to provide students with a solid foundation in accounting practices. Students will be involved in handling business and financial records relating to a merchandising business.


Grade level: 10-12


Topic

Content Statement(s)

Benchmark

Using the accounting cycle involves knowledge of the accounting equation and cycle, posting transactions, financial forms and software for the processes.

1. Analyze transactions using the concepts of the basic accounting equation.
2. Complete the various steps of the accounting cycle to accurately report the activity of a fiscal period.
3. Define and classify accounts.
4. Compare and contrast

The accounting cycle forms the basis for all accounting practices.
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temporary and permanent accounts.
5. Explain the relationship of the journal to the ledger.
6. Post transaction data to various ledgers and calculate updated account balances.
7. Calculate adjusted entries and perform closing process.
8. Prepare trial balances, worksheets, and post-closing trial balances.
9. Describe the relationship among financial statements.


Topic

Content Statement(s)

Benchmark

Determining the value of account balances requires understanding of the value of current and long-term assets and liabilities and their related components, the value of equity accounts and currency exchange rates.

1. Identify current and long-term assets.
2. Define notes receivable and calculate interest.
3. Define uncollectible accounts.
4. Estimate uncollectible accounts
5. Calculate depreciation using the straight-line method.
6. Determine the value of inventory using a variety of methods.
7. Identify current and long-term liabilities.
8. Define notes payable and calculate interest.
9. Use spreadsheet software to manipulate financial data.
10.Identify current and long-term liabilities.

Quality accounting requires the determination of the value of a wide variety of accounts.

Topic

Content Statement(s)

Benchmark

Performing specialized accounting functions involves human resources accounting processes, cash controls, accounts payable and receivable and inventory records.

1. Maintain a checking account.
2. Calculate earnings using a variety of pay plans.
3. Calculate employee payroll deductions.
4. Calculate employer payroll taxes.

Specialized accounting functions are used frequently in business.
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5. Prepare payroll-related accounting records.
6. Perform accounts payable functions.
7. Perform accounts receivable functions.
8. Process notes payable and receivable.

9. Maintain inventory records.


Topic

Content Statement(s)

Benchmark

Preparing financial statements includes the preparation of a variety of financial statements.

1. Prepare income statements. 2. Prepare balance sheets.

Financial reporting is a critical outcome of accounting.

Topic

Content Statement(s)

Benchmark

Calculating payroll functions requires an understanding of wages and benefits calculations.

1. Maintain payroll register.
2. Maintain individual earnings record.
3. Calculate gross and net earnings using various wage plans.
4. Apply appropriate deductions.
5. Calculate the total cost per hour for employees

Calculations of payroll functions are essential to all business operations.
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